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Marquette Smith steamrolls the Indians as the Golden Knights bounce back-p. 16
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Senate Bill 2330 could
hurl students financially
0

Block tuition or full
insbuctioi1al costs ~Id
be implemented to
discourage students from
taking excess hours
by MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Staff writer

Implementation of Senate
Bill 2330 could hav~ greater ef-·
fects on Florida university students than just reducing the numberof General Education Program
hours.
As a result of the leg~slature
trying to control state educational
spending, students could be required to pay full instructional
costs for each hour they take over
the number of hours required by
their degree program or pay "block
tuition," if proposed by the Board
of Regeants.
Full instructional costs
would be approximately four times
the current tuition rate, while
"block tuition" would require students to pay for a certain number
of hours each semester. The student would not be charged for

"'
,,

hours taken over that number but
would stil1 have to pay for the
same number of hours even if he
or she took less hours.
''The legislature is trying to
make us streamline and get students out quicker," Alan ·
Stonecipher, director of public information for the BOR, said.
TheBORmust submit a proposal givin.g'possible recommendations for handling excess hours
by next legislative session.
Excess hours are hours taken
over the number required for a
degree. Withdrawn classes, incom p1ete classes, repeated classes
and classes in which grade forgiveness was issued are considered excess hours.
Hours that transferred from
a community college that do not
apply to a student's degree are
also considered excess hours.
"Universities have been told
that they may lose funding or gain
funding depending on the
university's ability to control excess hours," said Dr. David Dees,
assistant dean of Enrollment and
Academic Services. "The univer-

see SENATE BILL, page 3

Education is the
solution to many
ills, says Olmos

Homecoming
to be banner
weekforUCF

by MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Staff writer

by NICOLE KING

"'

Edward James Olmos grew up in the
violent streets of East Los Angeles.
The Mexican-American activist,
however,..escaped the violence by devoting
his life to education. He attended East Los
Angeles College and later Cal State Los .
Angeles during the day, while delivering
antique furniture at night to support his
family.
"Education is the key to everything
we suffer from," said Olmos, one of
Hollywood's leading activist, in a speech
titled "We're All in the Same Gang."
The 48-year-old activist interacted
with the audience cluring Friday's speech
and asked for opinions on the causes of
gang violence.
Olmos agreed with the audience that
low self-esteem, boredom, anger and lack ·
of love were all valid reasons.
"No one thing can be pin-pointed,"
Olmos said. "This [gang violence] is atphoto/SAGINARiO
tacking the very fiber of our existence."
Edward James Olmos spoke to a packed Arena Friday night. The Mexican01 mos continued, saying that society
American activist spoke out against violence and promoted education as

Contribuing writer

Get ready for Homecoming '96! The
University of Central Florida's 1996 Homecoming week kicked off Monday, Oct. 30
and the Campus Activities Board has an
event planned for every night of the week to
keep in line with this year's theme- "Festive Knights."
Pete Wallace, Chair of the Homecoming Committee, promises that this
year's Homecoming will be the best ever.
"We've worked hard to vary the
events and offer a wide range of entertainment that will appeal to almost anyone,"
said Wallace. "I like the changes, and I
think the student body will, too."
Homecoming week began Monday
with Games on the Green from I 0-3 p.m.
This year' s Games on the Green consisted
of eight, giant, user-friendly games (such
as the human slide and human fuss ball) and
four carnival games. Later that night, the
UCF Orchestra performed its annual con-
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Senate Bill 2330 could impliment "block tuition" or full tuition costs

Olmos advocates education to solve violence

from SENATE BILL, page 1

from OLMOS, page 1

sity is going to be motivated to
control students' excess hours."
Senate Bill 2330, which
passed last legislative session, focuses on controlling students' excess hours, revising the General
Education Program, leveling
courses between community colleges and universities and creating common prerequisites among
universities .
"The intent of the bill was to
make the sxstern more efficient,"
said Gary Whitehouse. provost
and vice-president for academic
affairs.
A state-wide study of spring
1994 graduates indicated that, on
the average, each graduate took
24 excess hours. A UCF study of
spring 1995 graduates showed that
the average number of excess
hours taken by UCF graduates was
27 hours, which is higher than the
state figure for 1994.
,.
The legislature has discussed "block tuition'"' and charging students full instructional cost
for each excess hour as two possibilities for addressing the issue.
Under"block tuition," a student taking ~ 5 hours each semester would not be charged for taking additional hours but would
still be charged for 15 hours even
if he or she took only 12 hours.
The number of hours the
block would be set at has not been
decided.
Vice-President for Univer-

wanted to place a four-year time
sity Relations, Dan Holsenbeck,
said that UCF is not in favor of limit on graduation but focused
on the 120 program hours instead.
"block tuition."
"We wanted to get away
"Reward people or provide
from the time frame and focus on
incentives to get through quickly,
don't penalize those who can't,"
the number of hours. That's the
only fair logical position to take
Holsenbeck said.
in this manner," Holsenbeck said.
Hoslenbeck said it is more
Positive effects of the
difficult for parents, students who
implementation of Senate Bill
work and other nontraditional students to obtain a degree in the . 2330 are that students could save
same amount of time as traditional
more money and graduate sooner.
Other implementations of
students.
Senate Bill 2330 include:
Charging students full if!structional cost for each excess
hour would mean that a class that
• Revision of the General
is $60 an hour could go up to $240
Education Program -The Genan hour, four times the amount
eral Education program must be
students pay now.
reduced from 40 credit hours to
Mike O'Farrell, staff direc36 credit hours.
tor for senate committee of higher
education, said he does not think
• Course leveling Course-leveling would create conthat the BOR will propose addisistencies in course-numbering
tional fees for excess hours . .
between community colleges and
"At this point, I don't know
universities. Also, courses such_
any senator who feels comfortable
with limiting the amount of hours
as calculus and physics are ofstudents can-take," O'Farrell said.
fered at a community college as
lower-level courses but as upper"I just don't anticipate that haplevel courses at a university.
pening.
The cost for each excess
. •Common prerequisiteshour, should the BOR propose
additional fees for excess hours,
The legislature is attempting to
has not yet been decided.
create _J.miforrn prerequisites for
As.part of the state legislaall universities so transfer stutive effort to reduce spending, most
dents can avoid excess hours .
degree programs are being reduced
Community coHege students who
to 120 credit hours.
take the prerequisites for one uniDees said that the state wants
versity and decide to go to anto reduce program hours because
other university with different
they are paying for excess hours.
prerequisites carry over excess
Originally, the legislature
hours.

is not treating violence correctly.
"Violence is a health
problem," Olmos said. "We
keep treating it like a judicial
problem."
Olmos stressed the importance of educating the mind
as a solution to violence and
emphasized that part of the
education must come from
adults.
Olmos said many parents
do not know how to help their
children through adolescence
to adulthood.
Violen,ce is not the way
to discipline children, Olmos
said.
"Unconditional love wins
every time over the worst evils
of the planet."
Olmos, who holds four
doctorates, stressed the importance of continuing education
throughout life.
He illustrated this by acting out a scene of an elderly
man telling his grandson that

he does not have time for him
because he is late to class.
"Our society treats elderly with dismissal unless you
are a doctor," Olmos said.
During the speech, Olmos
also emphasized pride in his
heritage and urged people to
take pride in their roots.
Olmos stood in the front
center of the stage and ran one
hand vertically down the
middle of his body. He claimed
to be half red and half white,
the roots of Mexican-Americans.
"I am a full blooded
Mexican-American, and I am
proud of it," Olmos said.
Olmos is the ambassador of
UNICEF, United Nations Children's
Fund and also sits on the board of
"Rebuild Los Angeles."
Olmos gives motivational
speeches to schools and juvenile
institutions across the country.
He is best known for his
role as Lt. Castillo in Miami Vice,
and he also starred in American
Me, a film which took him 18
years to make .
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This week's CAB events are just what you need
to get you going ...

More Info. 823 ~ 6471

if you're down·in the dumps.
Tuesday Oct.31
TKL: First Knight
Outdoor Movie
Ref!ection Pond 8 p.m. 1

Wednesday Nov. 1
Skit Night at the
UCF Arena
7 p.m.

Thursday Nov. 2
Concert ; Coolio and
Tommy Davidson
at the UCF Arena 8 p.m.

Saturday Nov. 4
Awards Ceremony at Tinker Sunday Nov.S
Parade Downtown 11 a.m.
Field 2:30 Movie: Crimson Tide
Tailgate Party at Tmlcer
Grune at 4 p.m. SAC 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Field I :30 p.m.
UCF vs Bethune - Cookman

Friday Nov. 3 ·
Black and Gold Day
Pep Rally 3 p.m.

Monday Nov. 6
Volunteer UCF:
Literacy Week
Reader Theater

Tuesday Nov. 7
TKL Scared Weird
Little Guys (Comedy) ,
SAC 8 .m.
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Homecoming to feature rap star Coolio and comedian Tommy Davidson
from HOMECOMING, page 1

Arena, "Skit Night" will be pre- UCF's University Dining Room for
sented. Participating Greeks and the class of 1970. After the dinner,
cert in the Student Center Audi to- organizations will perform a se- an Alumni Celebration will be held
ri um at 8 p.m . Selections from ries of skits centered around the from 8 p.m. until midnight at the
Wild Pizza.
"Romeo and Juliet" were played theme "Festive Knights."
Thursday,
the
HomecomOn Saturday, November 4,
and a Halloween theme was ening C~rncert will be presented the UCF Homecoming parade will
couraged.
On Tuesday , Oct 3 I 1 p.11 featuring comedian Tommy · roll down the streets of downtown
participating fraternities, sorori- Davidson and recording artist Orlando at 11 a.m. The graduating
ties and organizations will be re- Coolio who will perform at . 8 class of 1970 will be featured along
with the Bethune-Cookman Wild. quired toperfonn community ser- p.m . in the UCF Arena.
By a City of Orlando cats marching band. A tailgate party
~ vice from 9-4 p.m. The partici: pants will be teaming ' up with Proclamation by Orlando mayor and campus showcase is then sched-.
: Volunteer UCF and donating their Glenda Hood, Friday, Nove·m- uled from I :3.0-3:45 p.'m. at Tink.er
time to the Second Harvest Food ber 3, has been declared ·as the Field. Entertainment wili be. Derek
Bank. At 8 p.m. that evening, the official "Orlando Blackarid Gold and the Slammers and ·admission is
movie "First Knight" will be Day." Students and residents a~e _free. UCF's five colleges will ,be
shown at the UCF Reflecting encouraged to show their sup- presenting displays and demonstraPond. "Movie Night at the Re- port for the UCF Knights by tions showcasing their brightest and
flecting Pond" has become a tra- donning the col0fs black and best students.
The UCF Golden Knights
dition during Homecoming week gold. TheCoach'sBreakfastwill
and is widely anticipated by the be held at the Radisson Plaza in · take on the Bethune-Cookman WildDowntown Orlando at 7 a.m. At cats at 4 p.m. in the Citrus Bowl.
student body.
Wednesday will see the 3 p.m., a pep rally is scheduled The class of 1970 will present their
"Volunteer UCF" project contin- around the Reflecting Pond, and gift to the library during the preued from 9-4 p.m. The Alumni all UCFfansare invited and there game festivities, and a post-game
victory party is scheduled on Church
Awards Banquet will be held at 6 is no admission charge.
For the first time in UCF Street. Admission is free with your
p.m. at the Radisson Plaza in
downtown Orlando. UCF' s most history, a class reunion will be game-ticket stub or a valid student
distinguished graduates will be held. During the Homecoming ID.
Homecoming week will conhonored with awards ranging from week, the class of 1970 will rethe Professional Achievement live their college years and re- clude on Sunday, November 5. The
Award to the Alumni Citizenship kindleold friendships. A reunion class of 1970 will hold a family
Award. At 7 p.m. in the UCF dinner will be held at 6 p.m. in picnic from noon to 3 p.m. at Lake
...--------....-----~~..,.....,-~~~~---~- Claire. Campus tours will be offered, and UCF students will be on
hand to answer any questions that
the former students may have.

S.G. helps students send a message
to Congress on education cuts
by JEFF DETHUIN
.Staff writer

- - - -- - - - - - In the wake of Congress '
decision to cut $10 bill ion over
the next seven years to help balance the federal budget, Student
Government organized a mail-out
to inform UCF students on how
the cuts will affect them.
In all, I0,240students across
the UCF campus will be affected,
not including the work study program which could effect several
thousand more.
According to Student Government Representative Debbie
Garcia, "We are targeting primarily
the people this is affecting. We are
also infonning the students because
a lot of them don't know this is
going on."
Congress' main target has not
been the subsidies the government
gives to banks and loan agencies,
but instead, the stl.~dents. The cuts
have come in four main areas Pell Grants, SSIG, SEOG and College-Work Study.
The main opposition to the
cuts in federal aid have come from
the President and Democrats, while
most of the support for the cuts have
emanated from the Republicans.
In an open letter to students
across the country, President Clinton

said, "So far, we have made great
progress. In three years, we have cut
the budget nearly in half from $290
billion to $160 billion. Now we are
ready to eliminate the budget entirely. On this, the Congressional
majority and I see eye to eye. But
just how to get rid of the budget is
anothermatter. The majority in Congress wants to balance the budget in
seven years and do it while giving
an unnecessarily large tax cut. But
in order to do these things the Congressional majority would have to
make enormous cuts in education."
The President went on to
say his own plan would take more
.years to balance the budget but
would keep educational funding,
help the environment and protect
Medicare.
Student Government's main
role in the campaign was to get
students involved in a decision
that will greatly affect them. Using their own pe~sonal time and
funds, Student Government is
hoping that the students will write
their Congressmen and get involved.
"This is to inform students of
the $10.8 billion dollar budget cut
proposed by Congress. We are trying
to get an incentive out to students, get
them out there and get them to write to
their Congressmen," Garcia said.

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhete!
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFI'S
• DISH GARDENS • QIFI' BASKETS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
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If your dream is to become a medical doctor don't ·
'
.
let someone else decide you can't do it. Decide fJu ·
yourself! Call us today to find out what your options :
are at the UAG.
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800-5 '31-5494:
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE :
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SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Turning Dreams into Reality...

Grand Opening Special

Contact Director of Admissions
John B. Luzzi, Esq.
(407) 678-5600
6441 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32807

$5 off Full Set of Nails
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$35. 1 month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails
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Notes from Student Government

,

by MELISSA M. LAWRENCE
Director of Communications/Public
Relations

•

•

It's Homecoming, 1995 !
There is so much going on this
week and your Student Government will be right in the middle of
it all. Wednesday, November I is
skit night at the UCF Arena.
The first skit will begin at 7
p.m .. Thursday, November 2. is
the Homecoming concert at 8 p.m.
in the UCF Arena:. The featured
performers are Tommy Davidson
of In Living Color Fame and
Coolio. This is an event you don't
want to miss. Admission is free
with your new student ID. Friday, November 3 is Spirit Day!
As always, wear your Black and
Gold! Saturday, November 4 is
the Homecoming Parade down
Church Street and the game directly following.
The parade begins at I l :00
a.m. and will go directly through
Church Street Station. Following
the parade is the tailgate party at

Tinker Field at I :30. Then, at 4
p.m. come out to the Citru~ Bowl
and watch your Knights take on the
Bethune Cookman Wildcats. Don't
miss all the Homecoming events!
Make your plans now!
This isjustareminderthat if
you do not have a ride downto\\(n to
the Homecoming game (which you
can't miss), then hitch a ride with
Student Government. All you need to
do is to come down to the Student
Government office, SC room 155 and
sign up. It's that easy. The.best part is
-it's free! ·
Thankyoutothosestudents ·
who attended Breakout with theDean
last Wednesday! It was a great success. Hopefully, you were able to meet
Dean Huseman and talk with him. For
the College of Arts and Sciences and
for the College of Health and Public
Affairs, keep an eye out for more
information on your Breakout with
the Dean.
Another thanks goes out to
everyone that attended SGA' s first
annual Reggae Sunsplash. Your support was greatly appreciated! Plans

are already in the works fornext year's
Sunsplash. We hope that you enjoyed
the event!
DID YOO KNOW?
To all clubs and organizaYOUR
PLASMA SAVES LIVES .
tions, the next Knights of the Round
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
table meeting is Tuesday, November
7 in the UDR. The meeting will begin
at 3 p.m., so send out your representa· *Patients in shock
*Protc;ct against infection
tive. There will be many important
*Bleeding Disorders
*Acci9'ent victims
issues discussed, including how SGA
*P~oyide intravenous
*Provide clotting factors
can help your club or organization.
t1uld for burns,
for ~~mophiliacs '
Come out and meet all ofUCF' s clubs
*·N~w 'research on life
surgery, or ,
arid organization representatives.
t~ea.t~eri~ of illn~ss
_t~~eate~ing diseases : . . ·. :
You should be receiving a ·
letter soon froni SGA concerning the
"We will compensate you ·for your time when' giving the gift of life" ·
Financial' 1\id Budget Cuts. If you
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
already have, then this announcement
$25
UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
is for you, too. Please read over the
Call
for information and/or appointment
enclosures and fill out the Open Letter
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
to Cqngress. This' is a very serious
matter. It affects everyone! SGA is
yourvoice to Congress.You can make
adifferenceandhelpStudentGovernment help you!
. Support your UCF Athletic
teams! Go out to a soccer match or
attend a volleyball game. It is all free
We Have The Lowest Student . Fares!
with your student ID. Get excited for
Homecoming-Festive Knights!
LONDON
$199
SANJOSE~CR $135

S. G. Senate elects Pro Tempore
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

Entering only his second year
on the senate, John Turner reached the
legislative branch's highest post last
Thursday night when he was voted the
Senate President Pro Tempore.
According to ru1es and procedures of the senate, the Pro Tempore
position is responsible for keeping an

updated listofcluhsandorganizations
and dividing their senate representatives on a percentage basis among the
colleges. The Pro Tempore prepares a
legislative report to inform students of
the senate's workings and also monitors the effectiveness of clubs and
organizations by receiving constituency forms. Moreover, the Pro
Tempore may chair any senate meeting at the request of the Student Body

Vice President. Turner stressed that he
will additionally work with the executive branch to battle the $10 billion
cuts in financial aid proposed by the
foderal government.
"I am honored that my peers
on the senate have voted me to
such an important position," said
Turner. "I will do my best to represent the 26,000 students on earnpus."

ATIIENS
245
BUENOS AIRES 349

PARIS

199

169
469
435

Fares are STUDENT fares, from Miami, each way
based ·on a round trip purchase. International Student ID may be required. Taxes & surcharges are
NOT included.
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Greek Corner

•

We love our big sister Anna
Love Lisa &Luz

Club Info
UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room 101.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614
UCF Cricket Club for info 5681495 - Join now to play in Central
Florida Cricket League-Chris
Persad

Help Wan ted
Creative Business Opportunity
earn income working at home.
Send $1.00 & SASE to Opportunities 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Fl32826
Associates: Earn $700 to .$2100
your/ I st week increase
expotentially from there. PT/FT.
Have been booking travel for
several fortune 500 companies:
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaCola. This is the most rock solid
opponunity you're going to find .
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436
BANQUET SERVERS
Needed immediately in UCF area
part time shifts available. From
I Oam-2pm or 4pm-9pm. Call
today for an interview. Toptalent
(407) 839-6222

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Otathe, KS
66051

Ladies 14KT ring, yellow gold,
white gold trim, round diamond,
.37 carat, high rated color &
clarity, $650, 112 of retail! Call
281-7025

Inside sales reps-

Autos

Hello ...
IF I could show you a way to
eliminate your long distance bill
without changing your carrier,
would you be interested? IF I
could show you a way to earn
$200. to $3,000. weekly, by
sharing with others how to
eliminate their long distance bill,
would you be interested? IF you
answered yes to any of these
questions then you neetl to take a
minute and call for more
information.
Call "James" at 1-800-715-8313

For Sale

Earn $500 wk + Bonuses
Fast growing art co. seeks
motivated p~ople to earn big
dollars part time.
240-1091
~-

KCO Inc. Typing/$ I .50/678-6735
Guy's want to talk?
We want to listen!
Call live girls now! 24 hrs.
1-900-378-2500 Ext. 6258
$3.99 min 18+ servu 619-645
8434

Work for a leader in the telecom- Townhouse in Chancellor's Row: 2
munications field and one of
Bed/2 Bath. 1.5 miles from UCF.
Orlando's top ten companies! This
$55,000. Ca)l 381-0610 to see 1--------------1
is an inside sales position in a
NHL NFL NBA
business to business environment.
Score points trivia game 24 hrs
Two lower bowl Solar Bears
Program hours are 8 am to 4:30
Call 1-900-388-2700 Ext 9055
tickets for face value. Game
pm Mon.-Fri., no weekends.
$2.99 min 18+ servu 619-645dates are 11117 & 11/18, Leave
Opportunity for advancement into
8434
message for Jen at 621-2190.
Quality Assurance, Super-vision
and Management. Call Troy at
Soap opera preview & review
Why pay rent? BUY!
NORRELL services TODAY!!
24 hr news on all day/eve soaps
212 Villa near UCF
384-8549
1-900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $2.99
$$Below Appraisal!
min 18+ servu 619-645-8434
Call Brad McCulloch, Relator
PhoneReps862-80.00/862-3373
Full or part time. Don't let your
Meet the girl or guy
education be the only item on
of
your
dreams now! 24 hrs
In Line Skates- Bauer F4 used
your r~sume . Work for a fortune
Leave
or
retrieve messages of
twice, excellent condi500 company and start building
attractive
singles
in your area 1tion,$ I 00.00 obo. Call Shawn
your career today. You can be a
900-255-8585
Ext
5982 $2.99
623-0501 pager, home 679-4700
full time student and still work
min 18+ servu 619-645-8484
for NORRELL Services at our
. '
newest telecenter. We offer
$7.00fhr. base salary plus
monthly bonus, paid training,
paid vacation and service bonus!
Lexus ES250 1990 76K new
Computer Competency Exam
Th.is is a professional working
engine all options Call Mike or
Tutor. I'll teach you what's needed
environment. Benefits available.
Tony 273-4020 asking 11,900
to pass the first time!! Call Andy
Call Troy today for an immediOBO
788-7544
ate interview! 384-8549

:

Tutors ·

1_979 Datsun 280ZX auto. Runs
& looks great. $2100 obo
Lisa 249-1 165

Physics', Trig, Algebra, Fortran, Cf'
C++;Basic, Windows applications, Spanish, Geometry. For
·appts Prof Rivera 671-4078

Services

Other

U.C.F. senior Michelle Miller, ·
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special discount rate
for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session.
Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MMOOl3520

Best l\.fexican Food in Central Florida
-----DAILY SPECIALS----

<$1" .00 ICEHOUSE DRAFT &$2.00 MARGARITg:>
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAl_LABLE

359-1333
1.-------------------------

MONE~ FOR COL.L.EQE

Billions to ·be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.
--: - - :-- -

- -· -
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·
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AXIS MAGAZINE is looking
for some young, intelligent
fashionable students to assist in
the sales department of the
fastest growing publication in
0-town.
Meet Shaq/ Dennis Hopper/
Pamela Anderson and party for
free anywhere Downtown.
Just ca~! 823-8054, ext. 7 and
ask for Sean Perry. No experience necessary, just a motivated
outlook. Only two positions
·.' available.

4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE 9LOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women .between ages 21 and 33 ·
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. A~I donors are anonymous.

~

SALES HELP WANTED

Baily's special limited program for
students and res·idents. Call Walter
297-8400.

J2l Pricefess (jift - - -.. l=REE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$1000
FUND RAISER
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organizations. You've seen
credit card fundraisers before,
but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application.
Call Donna at
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE s:amera.

Licensed Massage Therapist

Easy money making opponunity.
Be a Telemarketer. Must be har~
Home Pre-School/Day care
working, good attitude and good
Pitbull pups 4 sale UBrimdle 3
20 years experience
communication skills. Day or
Brown 200ea Call Mark 282-2557
· UCF area 679-0965
evening shifts available. Wntr Pk
area 671-8539 M-F 9-5
1-------------'---------------'
Female sitter needed for 12 yr girl
drive or live near Lk. Howell H.S.
Call 677-7713 ·

October 31, 1995
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Call Besa at John Patrick Compusrv (407) 671-9973
..;;..

- - - ·- -- ·-· -·- - - - - -· -· - - - - - - -

PLeasechlJ,'koneofthefollowing:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors .
_Roommates

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

--,

·
_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _:.Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like th~ . ad · to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall anct Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per Ii~ for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of BoJdface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads piay also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

~ _ _ _ _ ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ ~- _ Na~,::!'1ress, and phone (required): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

.
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October 31, 1995

Why should there be a
''COming Out Day?"

•
~OOP

LETTERS ·
Dear Pat,
As an author's note, you may
want to add that since sexuality is
private, tolerance of individuals is
right. It is the radical political and
social actions that should be opposed.

Dear People,
As a bible believing Christian, I feel compel led to , give an
answer to the slogans given-on National Coming Out Day. First, you
are absolutely right that hate is not a
family value, but neither is perversion. It is possible to love a person
and hate his perversion. This is the
essence of Christ's compassion for
all sinners, myself included ..
I disagree that it is right o.r
necessary to come out of the closet
on this issuing that homosexuality
is sexuality and a private matter. I
agree that it is wrong to discriminate
against someon·e because of appearance, religion, nationality, disability or sex life. However, this does
not excuse inappropriate public behavior.
I believe in the moral standard that has been with us since the
beginning of this country. The gay
and lesbian agenda is imposing a
value system that will tearthis coun-

try and families apart.
Speaking to the gay and lesbian community, if you conduct
. yourselves with common decency,
it is none of my business what you
do in bed. However, homosexuality
becomes i:nY business when you
strive to teach it to my children in a
public school. There is more to this
than the first amendment. I do not
believe in freedom of obscenity,
and yes, that it culturally detennined.
-Christians and homosexuals
can get along if we both conduct .
ourselves with common decency,
common courtesy and concern for
one another. I believe that homosexuals should be treated with compassion. Homosexuals should put a
stop to the selfish and culturally
dominating aspects of their agenda.
It may be argued that the
Christian ethic and the homose,xual agenda are merely two
v a·I ue systems f i g ht i n g fo r
dominance. One side may argue that the other side's . mora~·s do not apply. Fine. I can
agree to disagree, however, I
wrn support what I be! ieve
without apology. This means
that I must be intolerant of the
gay and lesbian agenda, but, if
I am to truly follow Christ, I
inust love those. precious
people trapped within it.
Love!
Peter Max we] I
'. .

11m111hh;tt~p~:~//~www;~-~-~g~dlii.;n~e~t/lcc;ff;/~c~ffl.~h;tm~l--1r
cffuture@gdi.net
Patfox @eWorld. com or
patfox0590@aol.com
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It isn 'toften that I feel obliged
to dedicate an entire column to responding to a letter, but this time I
feel compelled.
First, I believe in giving credit
where credit is due. I believe in my
heart that Mr. Maxwell considers
himself a forward thinking individual and is sincere in his assertion
that he does not believe in discrimination of any kind.
Next, I'd like to po.int out that
then~ is common ground _here, between Mr. Maxwell, myself, other
liberals and the homosexual communityingeneral.ldon'tthinkthat
any of us think that public indecency is in any way mural.
Speaking for myself, I don't
appreciate public indecency of any
kind.However,Iconfessthatldon't
consider a public display of affection by heterosexual couples, homosexual couples, same or mixed
races or anyone else "indecent."
Perhaps this is where we begin to stray from common ground,
but I find there's a difference between affection and indecency.
· (This is where I officially step
away from any semblance of common ground.)
In the first paragraph of the
body of Mr. Maxwell's letter, he
tells us that perversion is not a family value. Then, in an attempt to
embrace Christ's quality of forgiveness, he states that it is possible to
"love a person and hate his perversion." Now, I don't want to sound
like I'm rubbing anyone's nose in
his own words or anything, but I do
have to say loud and clear that homosexuality is NOT a perversion.
Homosexuality is not considered a perversion or even a deviancy
by the American Psychiatric Association. If you want to refer to homosexuality as a sin and quote the
bible to me, then fine. I can accept
that. Homosexuality is a sin and so
is fornication, adultery and masturbation. Now,. Mr. Maxwell does
confess to being a sinner, as we all
are by biblical definitions. However, I don't know of too many
people who consider masturbation
perverse or people who hav~ sex
before marriage perverse.
The fact that Mr. Maxwell
saw fittoalludeto homosexuality as

~

a perversion IS why there has to be
a Coming Out Day.
The factthatthe letter goes on
to . say that sexuality is a private
matter in the same context as discrimination shows either hypocrisy
or naivete. Frankly, Mr. Maxwell,
speaking now for the gay community, i,t's about time that the private
matter of sexuality be deemed outsi-de the restrictions of law. When
the private sexual life between two
consenting adults is illegal, it is no
longer a private matter. Ding. Round two.

The fact that anyone
alludes to it as a
perversion IS why
there has to be a
Coming Out Day.
Whenever anyone starts talki'ng about the "moral standard that
has been with us since the beginning
of this country," first I have to take
··a deep breath and realize that there
is some religious programming here,
then I have to say, "Get off it!"
If we had the same moral
~tandard as we had since the beginning of this country , we'd still own
slaves! Now, I will assert at this
point that while owning slaves is
perfectly acceptable according to
biblical standards, it is not part of
our current moral system.
Ding. Round three.
Now, about tearing families
apart. I'd like to point out that the
gay and lesbian agenda,•as I understand it, is an attempt to build families. Gays an_d lesbians in this country are fighting to be able to BE
families, to marry, have children,
you know, tha kind.of stuff straight
people take for granted.
About seeking constitutional
protection, Psychologist Richard
Green writes, "The constitutional
route to protecting homosexuals

1

against discrimination is the equal
protection clause of the 14th amendment.Evidence points to an innate
originofhomosexuality .. .[The] low
rate ofsexual re-orientation via psychiatric intervention satisfies the
concept of immutability. The U.S.
SupremeCourt'scriteriaare met for
applying the strictest of scrutiny to
laws that discriminate against homosexl!als."
This may come as a surprise
to homophobics everywhere, but
homosexuals are .not out to convert
you! They don't want to force their
orientation on you, but rather, are
fed up with you forcing your orientation on them!
Now, a word about common
decency. Homosexuals have no corner on the indecency market. Yes,
some of them act out in public. But
is this a hallmark of homosexuality?
I don't think so. Mr. Maxwell, I
suggest you takeadrivedown South
O.B.T. one Friday night and then
come back and talk to me about
indecency.
Ding. Round fou~.
Mr. Maxwell needs to learn
to distinguish between the concept
of teaching gay awareness in public
schools and teaching kids to be gay.
Teaching gay awareness has one
goal in mind, Mr. Maxwell, and
that's to save lives. According to
Curtis Proctor and Victor Groze,
researchers who, "Examinedriskfactors forsuicideamonggay, lesbian, and
bisexual youths. 40.3% of the subjects
had attempted suicide, and 25.8% had
se1iousl yconsidered suicide...Subjects
with higher-fum:tioning support systems were able to use those systems
instead bf considering suicide."
With that in mind, I would like,
finally, to point out to everyone who
shares Mr. Maxwell's beliefs- considering your propensity for passing
along your morals, I hope with all my
heart that those ofyou who give birth to
gay children, that your child is lucky
enough to find real support and compassion.
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Real solutions for the GOP Recent explosion stirs old memories
~:

Watching the news recently
reminded me of January 28, 1986. I
was eating shepherds pie at Chris's
~ ~:~~: f:('
Diner in Ft. Pierce, Florida. I no·:.•. ·......··
ticed everyone going outside. Not
wanting to missanything,I followed.
I was aghast to see with my own
job. Poverty is no picnic, but neither' eyes the United States space shuttle
nicatingcould be done in their sleep,
is a program that encourages its Challenger blow to pieces in the sky
but their emergency response needed
The Republican Revolution growth and penalizes efforts to get above me.
lating about possible causes of the a lot of tightening (Marshall 20).
is still in full swing, and the Demo- out of it.
The Challenger Disaster accident or impact on the manned Johnson explained how various
• Social Security. It is pres- shocked the world. The crew, mis- space program. But, within 30 min- space centers had practiced emercrats are hating every minute of it.
Good. If they agree with anything · ently politically untouchable, but sioncommanderFrancisR.Scobee, utes of the shuttle explosion, Barton gency procedures for astronauts,
the Republicans do or say, I will let's get real; it·will not last much pilot Michael J. Smith, mission spe- was notified by his staff that word technical staff, medical back-up and
start to worTy. There is no room for longer. In a way, it is like welfare, cialists Ronald E. McNair, Ellison had been passed down fr9m Rocco security, but not PAO. Because any
compromise with those who wish to because vulnerable people are de- S. Onizuka and Judith A. Resnick, Petrone, former NASA manager, pub Iic affairs crisis simulation would
maintain the status quo, which is, as pendent on the government dole. and payload specialists Gregory B. that no information should be re- involve the administrator and the
thejokegoes,theLatinnarneforthe Phase it out over the next few de- JarvtsandChristaMcAuliffe,ahigh leased to the media. Officially, associate administrator, Johnson
mess we are in. Americans want the cades. (Wait, dear reader, please school teacher from New Hamp- Rockwell's space division was in- says it was almost impossible, begovernment back on track after its hear me out.If the IRS is abolished shire, died in the accident. Immedi- stituting a news embargo (Kaufman cause they were always preoccu40-year derailment.
oroverhauled,people will have more atelyfollowing,.theworlddemanded 10).
pied in more pressing work. A drill
Critics assail the GOP for its money to invest in IRAs and other to know ~hat happened. There are
Along with many other of this sort would take months of
slash-and-burn measures in cutting intelligent plans.) In the Jong run, . many views as to how NASA Americans the question at hand was, planning and coordinating and even
back government. Well, the solu- Americans' financial self-reliance handledthesituation.Allseeming!y why wasn't NASA's public affairs the PAO had trouble finding time
tion is extreme because the problem . . and individual initiative will cause the same, failur~ to communicate.
staff proficient in responding with for it (Marshall 22). Because of this
is extreme. The excessive growth of them fewer headaches and pay them
President Reagan appoi ntr:!d
lack of time in preparing fora disasgovernment was bequeathed to us bigger dividends than any bag of a special commission headed by
ter, NASA did what most any orgaby a mostly liberal Democratic reign. government bread crumbs.
former Secretary of State Wrniam
·nization would have done; wait to
The Democrats shrilly condemn as
•Medicare. Be like brain sur- Rogers and former astronaut Neil
organize its information. By waitNazi-like concerning the conserva- geons - cut carefully, but remove Annstrong to investigate the cause
ing, NASA was s.ubject to controtives· efforts to attack poverty and the tumor. Like welfare and Social of the accident and to develop corversy as if in a cover-up and also
i 1 l cg it i rn u c y: - - - - - - - - - - Security, Medicare rective measures based on the reseemed not in control of the situa"They're coming for
(and Medicaid) are suits of their tiAdings. Thecommistion.
yourchildren!""They
destined for self- , sion found fault with a failed sealant
Immediately following the
want to take schoo1
destructi'on unless ring and with decision-makers at
accident, a sort of patchwork crisis
lunches away from
there is restructur- NASA, who allowed the launch to
communication program was in efchildren~" and on and
ing and bloodletting take place despite concerns voiced
fect throughout portions of
on and on.
now.
by NASA engineers.
Rockwell. This sort of fragmented
They hold aloft
•Crime. Tear
The commission's report
public communication policy exthe poor as "evidown the criminal cited that the disaster was caused by skilled news, more prepared t9 deal isted for almost two weeks. Subsedence"
of
justice system and failure of an "0-ring" seal in the with disaster? Imagine an organiza- quently, the word came down from
capitalism's "failstart all over. Pro- solid-fuel rocket on the shuttle's tion as complex and high-risk as Petok's office that the corporation
ures" and Americans'
tect victims. Ex- right side. The seal's faulty design NASA not anticipating or preparing · would no longer release informa"greed," and "lack of
ecute cold-blooded and the unusually cold weather, for a major catastrophe.
tion about the Challenger or the
As it turns out, NA:SA used a space shuttle program in general
compassion." They - - - - - - - - - - criminals. Post po- which affected the seal's proper
seem to be saying, "See how mean- lice and military snipers in crime- functioning, allowed hot gases to contingency plan based on a: more nor would it respond to queries by
spirited the Republicans are? We infested parts of cities to nail street leak through the joint. Flames within ele mentary, I0 year-old outline. news organizations. This was now
caring liberals only want to protect criminals and underworld figures. ! the booster escaped past the failed Also, the Kennedy Space Center considered a corporate wide blackart, the poor and public TV!" One Repeal the ridiculous Brady Bill seal and enlarged the small hole. had been gearing up for a "full-up" out. N~H even normal information
Democrat called GOP members and other gun control laws. Place The flaming gases then burned mock emergency (Marshall 19). related to payload, configuration,
"fascists" ltke those his father had Second Amendment-type.clauses in through the shuttle's external fuel This would have involved the Pub- i:ocket thrust and general engineerfought in World Warll. TheRepub- the constitutions of all 50 states.
tank and cut away one of the sup- lic Affairs Office (PAO), security ing specifications were to be dis•Immigration.Restructurethe pons that attached the booster to the and other space center staff. How- cussed with the media. The inforlicansshould have said, ··we fought
you in Vietnam." In The Turning system and listen to what, Ameri- side of the external tank. Thebooste~ ever, the drill, set for early Febru- mation vacuums that existed at the_
Tide,'Pat Robertson phrased it best: cans want - less immigration, if tore loose and ruptured the tank. ary, was monopolized by the real time did handicap most press orga"[The] principal weapon of the Left notan·outrightmoratorium. Wesim- Liquid hydrogen and liquid oxy- emergency. Frank Johnson, former nizations from reporting meaninghas always been invective."
ply cannot absorb any more people. gen, fuels from the tank and booster, director of NASA's Public Affairs fully about the tragedy, but it also
The government is not the Declare English our official lan- mixed and ignited, causing the Office was the head of the revised gave NASA ample time to figure
berievolent entity it seemed to be in guage and be done with it.
shuttle to tear apart (Funk & plan and drill scenario:
out exactly what went wrong.
Johnson was familiar with
ihe FDR and JFK years. It has be•Education. Allow parents to Wagnalls Corp.).
When contemplating, was
come too encompassing and .intru- choose the best puhlic and private
The prime contractor of the aerospace accidents from his work NASA right or wrong in its decision
sive, and people would probably schools for their children. Get gov- U.S. shuttle program in January of in corporate communications at makingofthePAO.I would have to
resent it even ifit had some measure emment officials, especially leftist '86wasRockweJI International. To- GDC. He could see that NASA was agree with what they did. Even
of competence in solving social ones, out of our schools and let getherwithNASA.theydeliberately complacent about their procedures though people around the world were
established a public response policy and that there was a need for a better demanding to know what went
problems. It is high time for Uncle parents back in.
Sam to rededicate himself to na• Abortion. Make it illegal designed primarily to limit discus- plan and its need to be able to ex- wrong, NASA could not report anytional defense, fighting crime and after the first trimester and be done sion of the Challenger accident to ecute it in a crisis. In Johnson's thing until they were absolutely sure
the public, resufring in severely re- mind, the routine, positive com mu- themselves.
managing foreign affairs. Here is with it.
what I would tell the GOP about:
•Regulation. Dial back envi- stricting mass media, especially
• The deficit. This titanic mess ronmental and business over-regu- newspapers, from providing to the
of red ink has been Left unchecked lation but not sensible rules. Safe- public timely reports .
· Rockwell's corporate staff
too long. Eliminate obsolete and guard the environment and capitalconsisted of Richard Barton, manredundant programs. Phase out the ism.
• Affinnati ve action. If it only ager of public relations, Robert
Departments of Education, Energy,
Anderson, chairman and chief exCommerce, and Housing and Ur- adds to racial injustice, end it.
Dan Griffin, the liberal media, talks
• The NEA. Abolish it. We ecutive office, Sam Petok, senior
ban Development.
about our radio station, WUCF.
•Taxesand the IRS. The$245 taxpayers love good art, but should vice president of communications,
billion tax cut is a step in the Right we pay for it even if we're not and George Jeffs, corporate vice
O David Swartz, a little twist, with a
direction. If abolishing the Internal buying it? Instead, let the Marxists president of Rockwell's North
Revenue Service and establishing a at the Village Voice open ·up their American spacedivision. These men
trivial column for your amusement.
nationwide sales tax are not fea- wallets for the artists they claim to were the divisional lines of authority that were involved in the infor:sible, then lowering taxes and care so much about.
Ron Hendershot, public occurances,
The next years do not prom- mation of its public response policy
down izing and restructuring the
with his latest article.
ise to be easy ones. It is imperative following the Challenger disaster.
IRS would suffice.
•Welfare. Delegate it to the that we make hard choices now. After watching the Challenger explode, Barton immediately called
tate , which might just do a better There is no time like the present.
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
corporate headquarters and with the
other men agreed to provide inforarticles. Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, Faxed
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or,
mation to the media on request.
However., they would avoid specuif you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com.
Mail your letters or articles today, or E-mail to Patfox@eworld.com
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One Democrat
called GOP
members
''fascists" like
those his father

NASA was·
complacent about
its procedures and
that there was a
need·for a better
plan a"d its need to
be able to execute
it a crisis.

in

had fought in

World War II.

1

o

o

Whafs your Opinion?

~

I

I

Schedule of Events
for the "Festive Week" of
Oct. 30- Nov. 4

.......

Tuesday

Volunteer UCF
9am-3'pm
Movie ·Night at the Reflecting Pond Spm
Wednesday Volunteer UCF
9am-3pm
Skit Night at the UCF Arena
7pm
Thursday Volunteer UCF
9am-3pm
-. Coolio & Tommy Davidson
Concert at the UCF Arena.
- Spm
Friday
Black & Gold Day
10am-2pm
Pep Rally in front of Admin Bldg
3pm-4pm
Saturday
Parade Downtown
.llam
Tailgate.Part at Tinker Field
1:30pm-3:45
Awards Ceremony at Tinker Field
2:30pm
·ucF vs~ Beth.one-Cookman·
4:00pm

•

-

•

•

•

•

..
'

'

'
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a halloween crossword, .. F-1
jamali works ofart . .. F-2
the woman in black ... F-3
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THE Crossword

•

ACROSS
1 -m·ater
5 Soc~al
engagements
1O Gossip
14 Ship
15 Run off to wed
16 Thought
17 Ready for
publication
18 Cottage
19 Sharp blow
20 Representative
22 Hold up
24 Marquis de 25 Entreaty
26 Chess piece
29 High standing
33 Fruit drink
34 Fish with hook
and line
36 Food fish
37 First-rate
39 Breakfast item
41 Suspended
42 Wept
44 Beginning
46 Golf accessory
47 Weighing the
most
49 Measuring
devices
51 Gaelic
52 Mast
53 Stock certificates
56 Called loudly
60-mutuel
61 Stadium

. 63 Kiikr whale
64 Landed
65 Leavening agent
66 Young salmon
67 Reniain
68 Binge
69 Woven
DOWN
1 Retired for the
night
2 Vein ofore
3 Armor
4 Bear witness to
5 In a state of
deterioration
6 Winged
7 Soliloquy start
8 Before tome or
gram
9 Proceeding from
old age
10 Send off
11 Not working
12 Peruse
13 Put on record
21 Festive occasion
23 Untidy state
25 Part of the media
26 Capture
27 Worship
28 Dark brown ink
29 Garden item
30 Angry
31 Doomed one
32 Rims
35 Farm bird
38 Strictness
40 Machine pattern

43 Dreadful
45 Duck
48 Compositions
50 Soldiers
52 Taste or smell
53 Resorts
54 Stop
SS Opera solo
56 Grizzly
57 Outer garment
58 Light color
59Mend
62 Agt.

The Answers
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"If a frog had wings, it woulch1't
bump its ass a-hoppin"'
-Nicholas Cage
Rai.<;iug Arizona

October 31, 1995

F-2

JAMALI's
SURFACES
l

.

282-0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢ WingsMonday - Friday 11 - 5
. All Day and Night Sat~rday

UCF alumnist
and renowned
artist Jamali
is currently
showing his
exhibit, .
"Jamali's
Surfaces" at
the Visual Arts
building. His
work, which i_s
inspired by his
five years
among the
Sufis in the
Rajasthan
desert, will be
on display
through Dec. 1.
Jamali is
pictured below
with his
painting "King
Nunn Nunn."

tr

Portbello Yacht Club
The Fireworks Factory
Ple3:sure Island,
Walt Disney Village

• -. c..
\

The Levy Restaurants, one of the . , _
nation's prell}ier dining leaders with
tremendous growth opportunities
in Florida, has the following
opportunities available for
experienced professionals:

I

*
*
*
*

Server
Host
Outside Expo
Line Cooks

- - - - - - - . --------.

take

KaP.lan and get
a higher score...

~

.BECOME .
AN AIR FORCE
OFFlCER.

Put your college
degree to work in
the Air Force
Officer Training
School and receive:

We're seeking enthusiastic, hard working individuals with 2 +years experience in high-volume, fine dining.
We offer an excellent benefits package
and a fun w9rking environment. Please
apply in person, Monday-Friday, between
10am-4pm. An equal Opportunity
Employer By Choice

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

THE LEVY RESTAURANTS

The answer to the test question .

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
..

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year
• management
opportunities
See if you qualify.
Call
. \If~ /l'OJH ' F:

Ol'POIHI 'NITI V.S
lOLI. rnF:t
I HOO ~2J I 'S.H'

=-~=
~~~!!""
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'IHl fdfJ/tlAN IN
by LAURA BUNDY

on" thrills, the play scores as many
points as anything else the city has
to offer.
Only 15 minutes away from
The Woman In Black is likely
UCF, Terroron Church Street's Hal- to remind you of any number of
loween extravaganza spilled into classic Edgar Allen Poe stories. The
the avenues of downtown Orlando.. play starts off slowly, with a fairly
Across town, theme park characters long exposition, as all the elements
with dripping blood and dangling are established, much in the way
limbs stalked their prey, tourists and Poe carefully lays out all the rooms
locals, who had been willing to put of the masquerade into which the
down thirty-odd dollars for a good Red Death will later arrive. At its
scare.
best, the language of the play is
. But at Manhattan South, it richly descriptive, Poe-like in its
was a quiet evening. The theater density and its dark undertones.
presented the U.S. premiere of The Perhaps most significantly, the fact
Woman In Black to a small but en- that we can guess the play' sending,
thusiastic opening-night audience. just as we can guess what is in Poe's
It seemed that, amidst all the Hal- oblong box, doesn't keep us from
loween hoopla, this decidedly low- being terrified by it.
tech thriller was not enough of <;m
The Woman In Black is the
"attraction" to those looking for the story of an aging English solicitor,
heebie-jeebies.
Mr. Kipps, and the horror that has
They had no idea what they followed him since he was haunted
were missing.
by a mysterious woman as a young
Admittedly, The Woman In man. In an effort to exorcize his
.Black had no fireworks, no fake fear, he has decided to tell his storyf
blood, nobody running around with and enlists a twenty-something ac-J
a chain saw. But for a case of tor to help him in his presentation. I
~aybe-1' 11-sleep-wi th-the-I ights_Itt~~~!!Y_.9iffi-j
Theater critic

.

cult for both of them, as the actor is
frustrated with Kipps's lack of theatricality, and Kipps fears the actor
is creating a West-End spectacle of
his pain. Finally, however, the whole
terrible story spills out. The actor
assumes the role of Kipps as a young
man, while Kipps narrates, fills in
other characters, and watches the
young performer recreate his own
experiences of decades before.
John Kelly is delightful as
Mr. Kipps(andall ofhis-otherroles).
He creates an immediate sympathy
for his character, combining.humor
and desperation to give even the
slow beginnings of the play a sense
ofurgency. Technically adept, Kelly
is a pleasure to watch, as he seems to
create his lines rather than recite
them. He gives a first-rate performance.
Stephen Middleton is the actor, a trench-coated hot-shot with a
Royal Shakespeare Company cap
(worn backward, of course). Ini-

tiallyunlikable, the actor is enthusiastic about the project but fairly
snide to Kipps. He begs the solicitor
to consider the attention span of his
audience, and thus replace descriptive passages of the tale with "recorded sound." It seems very unlikely that he cares about Kipps's
predicament. _
However, as the two rehearse
together, the actor spends more and
more time portraying Kipps as a
youth, and a gradual but dramatic
change occurs: The actor becomes
more feeling, more involved and
more concerned with the pain
through which the older man has
suffered.
Midd.leton plays this change
beautifully, especially through his
approach to language. He spends
the majority of the first scene yelling at Kipps. When he begins to act
out Kipps story, it seems that he is
only trying to prove himself more
dramatic than the poor man. Yet he

The Solutions
Are ~A.waiting You.

-- ----- -- -

Would yau like to move a city thro~gh the challenges of urban revitalization?

~

Think you can help build a newly forming democratic society in
Eastern E.~rope? W~mt to be the budget director of the
U.S. Department of Labor? How about playing a major role in
: e~uring a clean water supply for the future1

a

The world is changing. It's whole new landscape of ideas, cultures, policies,

and problems. You can be part of it. A degree from the School of Public and
Environmental Affairs at Ir:tdiana University can propel you into the thick of
policymaking, management, and envi! onmental science.

Ranked in the top three of all pyqlic management,·
nonprofit management or environmental programs,
the School of Public and Environmentai Affairs is unique.

Investigat,e:,<?ur degree programs.
Before you .~~fllh.it, you'll be, involved.
~

i

--·,.:~_.,'<.,:··~·7-

PUBLIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS

Discount

Master of Science in
Environmental Sci\?nce
Ph.D. in Public Policy
Ph.D. in Public Affairs
Ph.D. in Enviionm~n~al Science

School of Public
and Environmental Affairs
Graduate Programs, SPEA 260
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405-2100
1-800-765-7755

Indiana University is an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Institution.

Mon-Sat

w/ this ad!

381-7977

Master of Public Affairs

speainfo@indiana.edu
http:/ /www.indiana.edu/-speaweb/index.htm'

. '"'. .~~~-{;

SCHOOL OF
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becomes more naturalistic in his
portrayal as he grows into the role,
and it seems that by playing Kipps,
the actor himself becomes a better
person. By the end of the play, the
hot-shot is gone, and a caring human being ha~ taken his place.
Middleton ranges from the melodramatic to the earnest, sensitive to
when each is appropriate.
The staging and technical support of The Woman In Black do
nothing but enhance the.effectiveness of its story-telling feel. The
lighting and sound effects do more
than set the mood; with the lush
prose of the play, they create a variety of colorful and distinctive settings.
.This completely frightening
ghost story is too good to be limited
to Halloween and will run through
November 18. Don't miss The
Woman In Black at Manhattan
South; call 895-6557 for tickets and
more information.

9am-7pm

8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orllndo, R 32807

COURSE SURVIVAL . COURSE.

1

..

Make the most out of your studr time. Focus on what you ~
·rl~
.
need to know. Cliffs StudyWare has the most comprehen~~
sive course review software available for bio logy, calculus,
chemistry, economics, physics and statistics. Find them at:

Available at
University of Central Florida
Bookstore

corner of Lee Rd. and 17·82
Across from W'llder Park Mal
,._,_ 'ilflsatt:.(487) 841-3443'
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1be halfway point of the NFL season is officially here, and there
has been no lack ofsurprises thus far during this wacky season
MORE NFL, from page 16

•

•

•

I
I

I

The Steelers are still feeling the sting of
two opening day injuries, to star
comerbackRod Woodson and QB Neal
Q'Donnel. The Browns, on the other
hand, are just suffering from a lack of
performance.Anotherinconsistentyear
from Vinny Testaverde, and an almost
invisible Andre Rison, have made spirits drop this year in Cleveland. But hey,
they have the Indians. They don't need
two good teams in one town.

again on the hot seat, as the entire city
wants him fired. A big win a few
weeks back over the fish, did nothing
to spark a resurgence in New Orleans.
Jim Everett has been bad, and the
running game has followed suit. The
defense isn't that great, and the special
teams are a joke. All this adds up to a
long (and final?) season for Jim Mora.
Good luck.

ible turnover ratio translated to wins
in St. Louis. Like the Bucs, a sudden
jump in fan support can work
miracles, too.
Thedisappointment ofthe division is the Saints. Ever since a 6-0
start just a few seasons back, the
Saints have the one of the worst
winningpercentagesin football.Jim
Mora, Saints head coach, is once

-* --... --.. ----.-- tI

In the AFC West the 7-1 Chiefs
are a mega-surprise. Pre-season progI
nosticators had the Chiefs finishing a
mediocre second or third place. But
11
Bono has been the boy in K.C. He had
I toreplacethehobblinglegend,JoeMonWITH THE PURCHASE OF A 611 SUB
tan&., who was brought to K.C. (with
IOF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AND
Bono in tow) to win a Super Bowl. The
1
DRINK
i dinosaur couldn't bring a title to K.C., ITHE PURCHASE OF A
I
Olly
Gn•
~pcin
ptr
p•son
p.Ylst.
C1nne1
bs
ccmblnsd
with
eny <th•
but it looks like his long-time backup
di:sc~nt.
.
·
might be able to pull it off.
The biggest disappointment has
to be the defending AFC champs, the
Across from
San Diego Chargers. Again, the story is
UCF
injuries. Stan Humpries has b~en
. 'Offca Expircz.s NOVeM.BeR 1.5,199.5 Phone 277-3350 '
knocked around the Chargers backfield
like a rag doll. That, combined with an
underachieving Natrone Means, the
Chargers are suffering from a power
outage. But time heals all wounds, and
San Diego fans hope all bruises heal
beforetimerunsoutonthis.NH,season.

:I FREE 6 SUB :I

1
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Allen Powell is demonstrating his experience on defense.

Allen Powell leads UCF
through lnClian ambush
by TIM SPRINGER
·staff writer

•

•

..

•

•

How do you stop two of the
most dangerous players in college football? You could ask Colorado or Mississippi State, but they probably
wouldn't be much help. The Buffaloes' and Bulldogs' formulas gave up
a combined 570 yards and four touchdowns to Northeast Louisiana: quarterback Raymond Philyaw and wide
receiver Stepfret Williams. The
Golden Knights took a different approach-a sticky,_ tenacious defense.
Coming into the game against
NLU, the Golden Knights had an idea
putting points on the board wouldn't
be much of a problem. The Indians,
who give up over 38 points per game,
rely mainly on its offense to outscore
opponents. Gladly accepting the challenge, the Golden Knights' defense
contained an NLU system that averages 414 total yards per game and
held-in-check wide receiver "Step"
Williams allowing him seven catches
for just 74 yards. NFL scouts have had
their eye on Williams for years. He
broke many of NLU's receiving·
records last season as a junior, and he
justkeepspilingonthenumbers.Keepingcompany in the record books with
' formerNLU standouts such as Vincent
Brisby, Roosevelt Potts and Irving
Spikes, it's not hard to imagine how
well-respected Williams is by his opponents. Golden Knights' senior
comerback Allen Powell was thrilled
with the challenge of covering such a
player. "I felt really good about going
against one of the top-ranked receivers in the country," Powell said after
the 34-14 Golden Knights victory.
'This was a good op~rtunity for me
to see how I stack up against a player
of his caliber."
Powell, who seemed to be everywhere the ball w~, finished the
game with four solo tackles, two passes
deflected, a blocked punt that he also
recovered on the NLU one-yard line,
a forced fumble and an interception.
Side-stepping attention, he credits the
entire Golden Knights' defense with
the victory as 3 15 total yards is all they
allowed the Indians.
Philyaw was held to a mediocre perfonnance due to the pressure
the Golden Knights harassed him with
throughout the night Completing
•

t
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I
I
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just 16of32 passes for 252 yards (50
yards less than his average), he was
sacked twice and intercepted three
times. Coming into the game Philyaw
had thrown two interceptions on the
seaso'n. H~ now has five.
With the defensive emphasis
on the NLU running game, the UCF
In the NFC East, surprises have
secondary was being counted on been hard to come by, but the Washingheavily to insure a victory. 'The line- ton Redskins are the closest thing to a
backers and linemen definitely came darkhorse this division has to offer. A
to play, but it was going to be up to the huge win agains·t the Cowboys and the
defensivebackstocontaintheseguys," return of the Hogs to RFK have sparked
Powell said. "It was a challenge to the a mini-revival in the nations capital.
whole secondary. We're supposed to They are still two games below five
be the backbone of the defense."
hundred, but things are looking up for
Facing two gifted players, the the Redskins.
Thegoatofthedivisioniscoached
UCF defensive backs stepped up and
answered the call. Knowing that they by Buddy Ryan. The Eagles, ur, the
were in for a hard night at the office, Cardinals have been a perennial disaptheir coverage of the NLU receivers pointmentforthisentiredt:;eade. ltseems
.. ..
made it difficult for Philyaw to get into that no matter how much talent Buddy · ·
a rhythm. "[Philyaw] was by far the has, he seems to squander it more effibest quarterback we.' ve played against ciently than anyone else in the league.
all-year. This guy looks you off. ..it's The only answer to the problems in the
hard to defend against a quarterback desert is to fire Buddy and get a consislike that." Powell said with excite- tent coaching staff installed.
ment. "And [Williams] had ~ much
speed and balance, it was incredible.
In the NFC Central, the biggest
It's something that makes me feel surprise in the division is easily the
proud. I only want to go against the Tampa Bay Bucs. TrentDilfer has ma- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - best, 'cause that's the only way to get tured faster than anyone could have
better."
expected, and Eric Rhett is one of the
Cornerback Darryl Latimore most exciting running backs in football.
and safety Kenton Rickerson were Also, the unexpected fan support has
Problems With:
key contributors to the cause as they made a big difference. Warren Sapp has
•Landlords
each deflected and intercepted a pass. anchored a solid Tampa Bay defense,
Defensive back Adrian Ellis also something not seen in the area since the
• Insurance
played a significant role in letting the Carter administration. The Bucs have
·•Contracts
NLU receivers know that the Golden made football exciting again in Tampa,
•Traffic Tickets
Knights' secondary wasn't easy to and the fans are getting hungry for a
pass through. Many were helped off playoff birth.
Need:
the field after trying to test the UCF
One of the biggest let-downs in
•AWill
coverage.
the division is the Lions. Scott Mitchell
Focusing most of the defensive is not a big-game quarterback. He has
• A Name Change
. scheme on one part of an opponents struggled ever since he donned the blue
• Uncont~sted Dissolution
gameisdonetotakeawaythatparticu- and silver of the Lions. If the Lions ever
lar weapon. However, by doing so it expect to win a Super Bowl in the Barry
leaves certain players and units alone Sanders era, they need to dump Scott
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
in battle. This week the secondary Mitchell as soon as possible. Barry has
legal consultation and representative in certain
resisted an attack that has ambushed been his usual spectacular self, and the
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
some nationally recognized programs. defense hasn't been that bad. The Lions
Riding high on the winds of need to go shopping, and they need a
For information or an appointment
victory, the Golden Knights are again new QB.
call 823-2538
taking positive steps as a team. Head
In the NFC West, the Rams are
coach Gene McDowell feels the vic- the biggest thing in the NFL. A 5-2
or stop by the student center room 22 7.
tory is a boost to the team's confi- record and first place is rare for the
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
dence. "Youreallyhavetobeproudof Rams. A consistent Chris Miller has
the way our guys played tonight," been leading his team to victory, and
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
McDowell said with a smile. ''They Jerome Bettis has been working in the
by
the Student Government Association
didn'tfoldupaftertwostraightlosses." trenches. A solid defense and an incred-
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UCF finds some road
.redemption in the bayou
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Love Shaq - "Go ahead,
make my day." "I'll be back." "Yo
Adrien." "Hasta La Vista, Baby."
Some famous lines over the years
1 that are now almost common household sayings. Add one more to the
list. Shaq says the next time someone
messes with him (like Matt Geiger
supposedly did), he's going to use
some "ShaqFu" on them. Oooohhh!
Some BIG words for an extremely
BIG guy. But word to the wise, that
attitude will only enforce some BIG
fines and suspensions for Mr. Bruce !
(Lee)O'Neal.Shaqwillalreadymiss
one third of the season due to his
thumb injury. The lastthingtheMagic
need is for O'Neal to return with a
vengeance. If so, then Magic fans,
you can kiss an NBA championship
good-bye. This will be the most piv- ·
otal point in the season, because now
others will have to step up their play
without their All-Star center. If they
can remain in contention until Shaq' s
return, it will remove any doubt of the
Magic. being a one-man team, an
obstacle the Chicago Bulls were
forced to overcome just before their
championship years with Michael
photo/ HUNT
Jordan. If the Magic are down at the
bottom looking upatChristrnas time, Marquette Smith racked up 225 yards against the Indians
·
it will be a Jong, hard road to get back Division I-A defense.
to the top.
DOL-FIN(ished)-S? - I'm
not so sure if even Ace Ventura can
solve the problems for the Miam_i
Dolphins. But hey, they are building
a strong reputation. They're on ·the
path of forever being remembered as
· the team that goes undefeated, and
then completely defeated, all in the
same year. The Dolphins like to flirt
with the critics by winning their first
five to eight games, gain some supWell, here we are, half way
On the disappointment side,
port as strong Super Bowl contend- through_this 76th NFL campaign, and the above-mentioned New England
ers and then hand the honor over to asusual,surprisesanddisappointments Patriots take the award hands-down.
the Cowboys or 49ers. Are these abound. Who would have thought that An anemic quarterback, no running
Dolphin's teams (over the past few eight weeks into the season, the L.A. game and high expectations have
seasons) for real or is it just a streak of . Rams, uhh, whoops, the St. LouisRarns turned this pre-season favorite into a
bad luck? Two of the past three sea- .would be baskino in the warm oJow of mid-season dud. Football czar Bi1l
sons, they've lost the anchornftheir first place. On th;othersideofthefield, Parcells has spent many an hour shakfranchise, Dan ~1arino. But why is it though, who would have thought the ing his head over the total Jack of
when the offensive players go down,, New EnuJand Patriots would be dwell- performance from his highly touted
the defense suddenly chokes as well. inu in th;cold, dark recesses of the AFC team. But perk up, Bill. You guys
The Dolphin's defense has yielded ~t. Let's take a closer look at who is slammed the Bills last week, and·
more points to the oppositi0n since living up to expectations and who is maybe things are looking up in the .
Marino was sidelined, than the previ- failing miserably.
great northeast.
ousfourgamescombined. What for?
In the AFC East, the biggest
Moving on to the AFC CenI He doesn't play defense. Let's jus~ surpri$eawardgoestotheBuffaloBills. . tral, .the Jacksonville Jaguars easily
I give it one more try. Marino's back That's right America _ THEY'RE --receive the award for biggest surnowandhopefullytheDolphins will BACK! Just when you thought it was prise. No expansion team in history
bringtheSuperBowlbacktoFlorida. safe to watch the Super Bowl, back _has won more than three games In it's
I but this time with one of our own . come the poster boys of futility. Al- · first season. The Jags already have
tearns competing.
though the Bills are on the receiving three. This is due to the fact that this
Lightning Strikes .- The end of many tasteless jokes and bad is the first expansion draft in which
Tampa Bay Lightning are into its comedy routines, we must face the fact free-agency was used. This allowed
fourthseasonintheNHL.Highhopes that the Bills did rack upfourconsecu- young teams to get top-notch talent
arise that they will make it to the tive AFC titl~, a record that the even right away, and in tum, be competiplayoffs. One thing that has haunted i the mighty Steel Curtain of the '70s tive. Expect the Jags to rack up a few
, the team in the past is the missing link I can't claim. Through the off-season more wins by the end of the season
to the lack of offense. So what did acquisition of former Pac~er Bryce and ~hatterthat old record..
I Terry Crisp do to fix the problem? Paup, the Bills o~ce again have a· top
In the department of disapNothing,otherthansigningfreeagent defense. The offense still sports the pointments, the Steelers and Browns
Brian Bellows (a possible 30-goal sarneweapons:MachinegunKelly,Da tie. Like the Pats, these teams had
scorer), as well as taking the Cleve- Thurma~a~or and star wide-out Andre · thoughts of Super Bowls dancing in
Jandlndiansapproachofbelievingin Reed. They play a big game against their heads during their training
his young upcoming stars to lead Miami this week, .f!nq with an injured camp~, but now reality has rushed in.
them to the playoffs and a possible Thunnan Thomas', we will seejust how
championship.
see MORE NFL, page 15
good they are.

Rams impress while
the Dolphins disappoint
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MONROE,
LA.
Marquette Smith and a poor Northeast
Louisiana run defense cured what was
ailing an anemic UCF offense.
The Golden Knights road woes
also came to a conclusion with a resounding 34-14 victory against Divisionl-AopponentNLUSaturdaynight.
Smith finished with 225 yards
on 33 canies, and the Knights totalle.d
315 yards on the ground. Smith ended
up only 17 yards shy of breaking the
UCF game-high record of 242 yards
set by Willie English against Arkansas
State in 1991. The record was within
easy reach when coach Gene
McDowell sat Smith down for UCF' s
final possession.
'~ think it was a good call by
coach McDowell," Smith said. ''He
didn't want me to get hurt."
All this, after Smith was sh~t
down a week ago against Hawaii, car;rying the ball only five times for eight.
yards.
'This is as good as I have ever
. seenMarquetteruntheball,"McDowe11
said.
.
UCF was quite efficient on offense all night long, going 7-for-15 on
third doWI1 conversions and an amazing 3-for-3 on fourth down conversions.

·'Our offense allowed the defense to play our kind of game by
getting ahead early," said defensive
back Adrian Ellis.
Coming into the game UCF
was expected to literally run all over
NLU. The Indians were in tum also
supposed to score often, creating a
shootout in the bayou.
The shootout turned into a shutout, as the defense took the reigns.
NLU managed only 63 yards rushing
and 315 yards overall - falling far
short of their season average of 414
yards and 25.6 points per game.
Even more impressive was
UCF'sjobofshuttingdownNLU'sallworld wide receiver Stepfret Williams.
Williams came into the game with 943
yards and 11 touchdowns but was held
to a mortal 74 yards on seven receptions.
'We did a great job of shutting
him out," Ellis said. "He's even better
than the FSU receivers."
Cornerback Allen Powell
set up UCF' s firs! two scores by
forcing a fumble and a blocking a
·punt. ~e finished the game with
four t~ckles, a forced fumble, a
blocked punt, an interception and
two deflected passes.
"As a senior I wanted to go out
in my final road game on top and as a
winner, and I did," said jubilant defensive tackle Robert Braucht.
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Shaquille O'Neal was out at Pleasure Island, despite his
recent thumb injury, debuting his candy bar, "Mr. Big."
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